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No. ARS/ Cement.pol el 6012019

To,

Date: 08/0512019

Quotation Notice
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Subject : Regarding Quotation for rates for Cement Poles to support Chain link fencing

Sir. fencing
This office has to erect a chain link fencing with Cement Pole support to Sugarcane trials at ARS,

Tharsa farm. You are therefore requested to offer your most comparative rates for Cement Poles to support
chain link fencing with below mentioned specification. Furnish quotation under sealed cover, so as to reach

this office on or before 13-05-2019 up to 4.00 pm.

Terms and conditions-
1. Quotation/Estimate will be considered for above item only and in above format including all taxes.

2. Rates quoted should be inclusive of all taxes
3. Complete specification should be quoted.

4. The sealed quotation envelope be subscribed as 'Quotation for Cement Poles'.
5. The rates quoted should be valid for 12 month.
6. The right to accept the quotation partially, fully or for non acceptance will be with undersigned without assigning

any reason.

7. The work/supply will be executed within 3 days from issue of work order.
8. If any dispute arises the decision of undersigned will be final.
9. The payment will be made by cheque only against the production of bill as early as possible.
10. If any spare part found to defective or sub-standard quality at the time of delivery the same will be rejected and the

supplier is bound to supply the material of desired quality and quantity mentioned in supply order.
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Sr. No. Particulars Rate

Cement Poles for fencing C ApOof . lQ Na)

I 2.5 m (8.00 f0 height

(Min. 7.5 cm x 7.5 cm size at top)


